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Tailg:ating party
to ·kick off game
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

refreshments set up in the
parking lot -area .of a stadium
before the start of a football
Before the football game game.
begins Saturday, there's going
"The idea is to go out and
have fun and (then) come in
to be a party. ~- tailgate party.
Eastem's athletic depart· and support the football team
ment has put together a and b11ve a total day of fun
tailgating contest to ipspire entertajmnent," Kidwell said.
football enthusiasts to create a
Alcohol will be allowed at
party-style atmosphere in the the tailgating event, including
parking lot of Lantz bottles, cans and pony-kegs,
Gymnasium and in grassy Kidwell said. Kegs als0 will
areas near it. The contest will be allowed. Only students and
run from 10:30 a.m. to 1:15 adults who are at least 21p.m., and the game starts at years-old will be allowed to
drink, he said.
1:30 p.m.
"(We're) not going to be
Dave Kidwell, the associate
athletic director and sports hassling p_e ople, but there's
information director, said the going to be people around the
university has always allowed area to make sure there's no
tailgating at football games, problems," Kidwell said. "The
but the contest is the first idea is to tailgate, not just
attempt to actively promote it have a kegger in the parking
and get more people it1terested lot."
~well ~Q he is hoping to
is it.
• •
"(We want) to ht>-t5~f:rt1~ inake the codt~st an annttal
help initiate more interest so event and bring out more
people will routinely gather tailgaters before the start of
and come out and tailgate," football games. -However, he
said Saturday's contest is the
Kidwell said.
About 12 people had only tailgating event planned
registered to compete in the for this year.
In addition, Jason Amato,
contest as of Thursday. It is
themed "Oldies at O'Brien," student vice president for
and involves decorating, lip- student affairs, said he is
synching
and
general looking at some of the
enthusiasm based on pop regulations on tailgating to try
songs from the 1950s, 60s or to make it more accessible to
students and give more
70s.
Kidwell said tailgates are opportunities for enterbased around the i4ea of tai,otpent .for students who are
having a table, food and

uµaer21.

SHERYL SUE SIDWELUPhoto ed~or
.<;luvles P,~illips (left), a senior enviornmenal biology major, and his father, Chuck Phillips, di,rector of
hlitMn n!iources, play chess together Thursday afternoon in the apartmenr they share.

Know your roommate
Father, son come to Eastern and move in together
By KRISTA LEWIN
Staff writer
Most students on campus have experienced. or at
least heard of, one hoaifying roommate incident since
they have begun school.
Some roomies' personalities clash, and they aren't
able to live together. Other people take the safer path
and room wj.th someone they are already friends with.
But no one on campus, except for. one persC?n,
would ever think &..taking an even silfer path On the
roommate trail - living with a parent.
Charles Phillips Jr., a senior environmental biology
major, and his father Chuck Phillips, Eastem's new
director of huma11 resources, have plunged into
uncharted territory in the college world
Chuck Phillips said the situation is positive, and
they both agreed before the semester started to do
this.
"I initially suggested it, and my son thought it
would be a good idea. He had always lived in the

dorms and wanted to live in an apartment," Chuck
Phillips said.
Ironically, this arrangement is not a new one for the
Phillips family. It has become a tradition for father
and son to share a room together in college.
"My senior year at Prairie View University in
Texas, my dad (a matt~ instructor) returned to
college," Chuck Phillips said. ''It's interesting that my
• son and I are now rooming together as well."
Although Charles Phillips agreed to the living
arrangement, he never dreamed his dad would be
rooming with him at Eastern.
"It's been an education for me," Charles Phillips
said "It's kind of like a senior seminar and my dad is
the instructor. He gives me advice about investing in
the stock market and buying a house."
Chuck Phillips took the reins of the Human
Resources department August 25. He said adjusting to
his new job and different surroundings has been
easier because bis son has helped him.
See ROOMMATES page 2

Gateway director bids Eastern farewell
By GREG PIPKEN
Staff Writer

SCOTI BEAUDRY/Staff photographer

Blowing in the Wind
Amanda Rhea, a junior communications disorders and sciences
major, relaxes and blows bubbles Thursday afternoon on the
Booth Library Quad.

As Eastern's director of the
Gateway Program leaves the
university today, she closes her
book of accomplishments in
Charleston and sets her sights on
Chicago.
"I've done everything I can do
here," said the departing Mona
Davenport. "I'm just going back to
Chicago to. pray, relax, and hope
the lord can find me a job."
Davenport was previously the
academic adviser for incoming
minority students and African-

A meri ca n
Studies majors
before heading
the Gateway
program
in
1991.
The Gateway
Program was
created in 1990
so
minority
Mona Davenport students who
do not meet
regular admission requirements still
could enroll at Eastern.
Davenport said if she does not
find a job she plans to enter
University of Illinois at Chicago's
r--:'.'-:-~:::---.....,,,.
-

doctoral program in Educational
Administration in January.
"If I can't find a good job I like,
then I'm going back to school," she
said. "But for now I'll still be the
Delta's adviser until the end of the
$Chool year."
Davenport has also been the
chapter adviser of the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority and a member of the
Ill inois Committee on Black
Concerns in Higher Education.
Davenport said she received two
bachelors degrees in sociology and
African-American studies and her
masters degree in educational
ps~chology from Eastern.
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New virus proves to kill AIDS
BOSTON (AP) Scientists
have created the first virus-killing
viruses, cleverly crafted microscopic missiles that zero in on
AIDS-infected cells and destroy
them.
The idea is to fight infection
with infection. The newly created
viruses target only cells that have
already bee11 captured by HN.
The approach works well in the
test tube but has not been tried yet
in people or even in animals. Even
though no one knows whether it
will eventually help control AIDS,
experts say the idea is noteworthy
for its novelty alone.
"It's absolutely amazing that

you can make a virus that will
specifically target HIV-infected
cells," said Dr. Ronald Desrosiers
of the New England Regional
Primate Center, who plans to begin
testing one of the viruses soon on
monkeys.
One version of the virus, created
by Dr. John K. Rose and his
.research team at Yale Medical
School, is a genetically altered
fonn of vesicular stomatitis virus,
or VSV, a bug that ordinarily
infects livestock. Another is based
on the rabies virus and was created
by a team led by Dr. Karl-Klaus
Conzelmann of the Federal
Research Center for Virus

Diseases of Animals in Tubingen,
Germany.
"It's a completely new approach
to limiting viral infection," Rose
said. "This is the first virus that's
an anti-virus." Reports on both
experiments are being published in
Friday's issue of the journal Cell.
An accompanying commentary by
Dr. Garry P. Nolan of Stanford
University called the work "highly
significant" and "a leap forward."
If it works as its developers hope,
the technique will stop the AIDS
virus cold by employing a sort of
mirror image of HIV's own sly
tricks for worming its way into
cells.

Best Chinese
food in town

Exp. 9•8•97

What happens when
32 teeth try to fit into
a size 28 mouth?
For most of us, wisdom teeth represent
four additional teeth that our mouth can't
accommodate. The result can be impacted
wisdom teeth producing pain and possibly
causing damage to the other teeth.
It is not unusual at this time of year for
students to have trouble with their wisdom
teeth. Stress and lack of proper rest and diet
seem to act as a catalyst for a wisdom tooth
flair-up.
Ideally the mouth should be x-rayed in
the teen years to tell if the wisdom teeth are
going to present a problem. If so, early
removal is usually easier, less· complicated
and recovery time is much shorter.
At Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial
surgery, the removal of wisdom teeth is done
as an outpatient surgery in our offices and is
often covered by student insurance.

LONDON (AP) - Amid the showers of flowers and
"I was taught to speak well of the dead," sighed
tears, Princess Diana's weeklong wake has bumped Jason Mayberry, a retired schoolmaster from Devon
into what one exasperated gentleman, stepping into his observing the constant stream of mourners from the
Pall Mall club, called a "backlash against bathos." steps of the London Library.
"Haven't we had enough?" asked Birmingham bond
"But we are witnessing a canonization by the
dealer Paul Randell, entering the Royal Automobile media," Mayberry said. "None of them dares mention
Club with a furled umbrella on his ann and· a copy of her mercurial mood swings, and you don't see any
the Financial Times protruding from his grained leather interviews with the many. members of her personal
attache case.
staff who quit on her." At Hairods; the huge depart"Don't these people have anything else to do but ·ment store owned by Mohamed Al Fayed, the father of
whinge about Diana and criticize the monarchy?" he the companion who died with Diana, larger crowds
asked, using the favored British word for whining.
than at Christmas filed almost reverently past window
As he spoke, the largest crowds so far, many of them displays bearing the dead couple's pictures.
bearing bouquets of flowers, streamed from the douThe Union Jack flew at half-staff from the store's
ble-deck buses and queued up for hours to sign the brownstone battlements, where the 11,000 lights that
condolence books at nearby St. James's Palace, where twinkled over Knightsbridge have been dimmed by the
her casket awaits Saturday's funeral.
grieving billionaire.

Tyson chicken buys spoiled Hudson
regulatory approval, comes a week
after Hudson said it expected its
quarterly earnings to be down by at
least 30 percent because of the E.
coli scare, which cost Hudson its
biggest customer, Burger King.
Hudson recaJled the meat under
government pressure after ground
beef processed at its plant in
Columbus, Neb., was found to be
tainted with the deadly bacteria. It
was the biggest meat recall in U.S.
history.
USDA officials are still investigating but have said the contamination is believed to have come

s42s
Open Monday 4-8 pm

Delivery 348-5941

MOods'· indifferent about Diana

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) Tyson Foods, the nation's largest
poultry producer, is buying
Hudson Foods for $642 million
just weeks after Hudson recalled a
· Tecord ·:25·,million pounds of ham, .burger iq. a contamination.scare. .,
· 'They have made us a very good
offer, and the Hudson Foods board
and I have decided that it is in the
best interest of our shareholders,
associates, growers and customers
to accept," Hudson chairman
James "Red" Hudson said
Thursday.
The deal, which is subject to

w/ egg rol & fried rice

Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
102 Professional Plaza
Mattoon, IL 61938
217-345-7070 Philip R. Banghart, DDS

from slaughterhouses that supplied
the plant. Hudson said last week it
will sell the plant to IBP Inc. of
Dakota City, Neb.
Hudson and Tyson have headquarters about 10 miles apart in
Arkansas. Tyson, one of the state's
largest employers with 17 ,500
workers, is in Springdale. Hudson,
employing 1,400, is in Rogers.
James Hudson founded the business in 1972, buying poultry-processing operations in Arkansas and
Missouri from Ralston Purina. It
branched into the ground beef
business two years ago.

CAN'T DECIDE ON A
MAJOR???
Then come see us at Career Services!

"My son has been great about helping me," Chuck
Phillips said. "He has been trying to get me over to the
gym to sign up for the different activities."
Some students may think living with a parent at college would enforce the house rules, curfews or invasion of privacy. But both father and son agree this
hasn't been a problem.
"He has his room and I have mine, and of course we
have a dining room," Chuck Phillips said. "There has
been no invasion of privacy."
"I'm a senior, so any rules I would have were
already discussed before I went to college," Charles

Our Career Counselors can assist
you in choosing a major, changing a
career field or learning about career
·options.

Phillips said.
Father and son agree they are able to spend more
time together and learn from each other.
"It is very exciting and a lot of fun living with my
son," Chuck Phillips said. "We talk about what went on
during the day."
One of the things Chuck Phillips said he is teaching
his son is how to cook.
"I am kind of experimenting with cooking," Chuck
Phillips said. "I do most of the cooking, but my dad is a
great cook and has been giving me pointers."
"Our relationship is growing," Charles Phillips said.

Make an appointment now!!
Call 581-2412 or stop in SSB, Room 13.
i
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Attorneys begin discoveries McDonald's in Union
Wiretapping
reconsiders
free
refills
case awaits
1

Sept. 22.
The lawsuit names the defendants as Ted Weidner, Eastem's
director of Facilities Planning and
Management; Paul Michaud, former director of human resources
for Eastern; Wayne Bosler, a stationary fireman in the steam plant;
Rusty Thompson, a business repreBy DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
sen ta ti v e for the International
Union of Operating Engineers, and
Attorneys over the next 10 the union itself.
months will prepare their cases
The suit alleges Bosler obtained
regarding the wiretapping lawsuit a tape of an intercepted telephone
filed April 4 by Billy Waddell, conversation between Bowlby and
chief operating engineer of Waddell, which was recorded at
Eastem's steam plant, and Eldridge their homes.
The lawsuit alleges Bosler,
Bowlby, an administrative assistant
in the Facilities Planning and whom Waddell supervises, played
Management.
the tape for Michaud on or around
A trial date will not be set until April 2, 1996, in Michaud's office.
the discovery process is completed The tape was allegedly played
in July 1998, said Glenn Stanko, again on or around April 5, 1996,
the Champaign attorney represent- during a meeting between Bosler,
Weidner and Thompson in
ing Waddell and Bowlby.
A discovery is the pretrial pro- Weidner's office, the lawsuit says.
The case claims the defendants
cess during which attorneys request
information pertinent to their cases. have violated U.S. code because
The process includes depositions, they listened and used an electric,
interrogations, .requests,, for docu- ; · intercepted-recording -0f a telements and inspections. . : .:, . : pP,one ;qonyei;~tio~ ;wJW.€\ut:cohA .pr~pal; c,Q9fefyIJCe b~~weep: . sent. · .· .
· attorneys ~m 'bb' held at 2 p.m. ·on
Stanko said the government gen-

trial date

erally has the only authority to
intercept a telephone conversation.
'The statute does call for a procedure for the attorney general to
ask for wiretaps to investigate certain types of offenses," Stanko
said.
Stanko said an exception to the
statute is made when consent is
involved.
"It appears that if one of the people to a conversation consents, that
is enough .... One party to a conversation could make a tape ... but
obviously that's not the situation
here," Stanko said.
"There is a pretty detailed application process to request a wire
tap," he said. "It appears to apply
only to the government."
Stanko said no formal discovery
had been done on who recorded the
conversation between Waddell and
Bowlby.
Stanko said he could not comment on whether the two Eastern
administrators were aware the
taped conversation they listened to
was private.
. .
W,addell a,nci Bow~by are asking
for $10;000 per violation from each
of the five defendants, as well as
additional legal costs.

By JACKIE WATT

Young, a junior chemistry major,
said they did not use the original
refill option and so the change did
Eastern's populace can forget not have much of an impact on
about free refills at the them.
"It doesn't really bother me
McDonald's in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
because I clon't normally get
Recently, Eastern' s Mc- refills," Young said. Several other
Donald's revoked its policy of students and faculty members said
giving free refills on sodas and they took advantage of the origicoffee.
nal policy.
. Some said they sat around for
However, that policy remains
in effect for other McDonald's hours drinking massive amounts
locations in Coles County, said of soda or coffee while a few
Mark Switzer, the McDonald's filled up all their friends' mugs.
area supervisor for Coles County.
· Ed LaPot1e; ·a: grtiduate student
"McDonald's recently put a c·c in iJolitical..science, said he understop to the free refills only at the stands the policy was changed.
student union because there was a
"I can see why they stopped
lot of abuse from some people," (the policy)," LaPorte said.
Switzer said.
"People took advantage of it - I
Several students, like Kim did."
Staff writer

Corrections . . . . . . _ . . . . . . ._ __
An article in Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News misspelled
the name of Rosayln Gresens, associate director of career planning and
placement. The News regrets the error.
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s~~µrday's t~ilgate

party could.be start
of something bigger

I
i

.

Well, they're at it again. But this time it may
actually work. In an attempt to raise attendance and athletic support, the athletic department is sponsoring a tailgate party before
Saturday's football game.
However, Saturday's tailgate party is the
only one planned so far for this football season. While it is understandable to side with
caution when planning an event in which alcohol is involved, it would
be of great benefit to
plan more events like

'Hands:Ac.ross EIU' is our symbol of unity
n the morning of "Hands
video tells how the community
Across EIU'' last Thursday,
"The best
pulled together to take a stand
against racism. The media.
I hoped and prayed that the
event would go well. But one
response
churches, police and citizens
thing did disturb me.
I heard to the
had enough. The newspapers
Being a strong supporter of
questjon 'Why
printed up full-page Menorahs
the event, I talked with many
is this event
I candle arrangements used in
faculty members and students LIZ HALBERT
h
. ?'
the
Jewish
festival
of
about it. I was concerned
appemng ·
Hanukkah) for people to put in
because not many people knew Guest columnist
was '/n th e
their windows.
why the event was being done.
spirit of unity."'
By Christmas of that year,
To a certain extent, I can
10,000 Menorahs had been put
understand their confusion. I .•,. ,,.•.,,, · '"''"' . ,. ,.,.... ,.•..,.•.w:·'''"'"'''"'•••*•'''• '*'.'' .,,.•.,,"'·''"'"'''"""""'',.,."''''''"'''' up in Billings. Plus, this town
think this event has a different meaning for everyone. has not seen a hate crime since.
The best response I heard to the question "Why is this
The reason I am telling you about this is because a
event happening?" was "In the spirit of unity."
man in Billings made a very valid point. He said, "If you
This is why I think the event was put on, and it was a have a symbol, and it is not an empty symbol, there is
very good reason. Eastern should start the year on a pos- still hope."
iti ve note. We have had problems in the past and it
I think "Hands Across EIU" is our Menorah. If we do
would be a good gesture to show that people care and not use it as an empty symbol, there is still hope for us.
want to be united. "Hands Across EIU" is a symbol of It did not matter whether there were 2,000 or 20 people
that unhy, reminiscent of a program I put on last year at this event, but as long as they left it with a feeling of
after experiencing racism: "Not in Our Town."
unity, it was a success.
About 400 people came to see a video and have a
But if people leave this event and still judge others by
panel discussion. This video spoke of a town called the color of their skin or their sexual orientation, this
Billings. This city in Montana was a quiet and comfort- event was in vain. If they leave this event and continue
able place to live, until one day when its citizens real- to listen to their friends tell jokes about blacks, latinos,
ized they had a problem with hate crimes.
gays and other groups, this event was in vain.
A house in the Native American community had a
I hope this is not the case. The feeling of unity this
Nazi sign spray-painted on it. Headstones were knocked event sparked should stay with us throughout the year.
over in a Jewish cemetery. Worst of all, a brick was Before we speak or act ignorantly, think back to that day
thrown through the window of a Jewish boy's room. and our symbol of unity.
Liz Halb~rt is q. member of E,astern's Student Senate
Luckily, he was notint;Qere. .,
The boy's mother went public with the.story, and the .and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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event, it loses some of the impact it could
have. Students could lose interest quickly, but
by sustaining the event through an entire football season, games could continually attract
students.
With a little effort, tailgating could become
a weekly tradition of student activity outside
O'Brien Stadium. At first, the big draw might
be the alcohol, but it could eventually be a
stage for entertainment acts and so forth.
While planning may be a problem for an
athletic department working alone, other
groups could help, such as the University
Board or the Student Senate.
Tailgating is a good way to bring students to
Eastern's football games. This, in turn, could
lead to an increase in school spirit.
This does not just affect Eastern's campus.
Tailgating could help bring the Charleston
community to the campus.
It would be great to see students and community members talking together about football, food and Charleston life in general. The
best way to understand members of a group is
to spend time with them.
Plus, what's more "college football" than
tailgating? It helps increase the athletic-event
feel that surrounds O'Brien. This alone could
do wonders for the psyche of the football players, the cheerleaders, the Pink Panthers, the
marching band and the fans.
But to make tailgate parties anything bigger
than already planned, students need to show
the athletic department and the university that
they're interested by checking it out on the
way to Saturday's game.

''today's
In life, as in a football game, the
principle to follow is: Hit the line hard.
-Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919)
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A reminder that there
still are good, honest
people in the world
To the editor:
I would like to thank Eastern student Eric Robinson for returning the
sports bag that was accidentally lost
in the parking lot of a business
located on Lincoln Avenue. The lost
article belonged to a 16-year-old
who considered the contents to be
valuable and would have been very
hard for him to replace.
I admit it, I never expected to see
that sports bag again. Thanks for
reminding me that there are still
honest people out there who are
going to choose to do the right thing
even if it means going out of their
way.
My son and I both want to thank
you and let you know that what you
did was very much appreciated.

Barbara Helf rich
Hammond, Ill., resident

w

rite a letter to the editor.

You have
something to say.
Knowing this,
The Daily Eastern News
provides a place for you
to say it every day:
right here, underneath
the editorial cartoon.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author's name, telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.

....

Second runner-up has rewards RHA elects secretary
Eastern student takes
$5,000 in Miss Illinois
America Pageant
By KATHY SCHREIER
Staff writer
In the final stage of competition
in the Miss Illinois America
Pageant, tensions run high, nerves
are on edge and the silence is stifling.
Five finalists stand on stage, the
audience and judges hang on their
every action and word. One contestant broke the ice by openly
stating "she had to go the bathroom very bad."
"I was trying to be funny," said
Charlotte Martin, a senior classical vocal performance major. "I
had just finished drinking a liter of
water before singing, so when the
announcer asked if I was nervous,
I said 'yeah, and I have to go the
bathroom really bad."'

Amid a roar of laugher, Martin
said the announcer in tum joked
that he had to go too and that he
would meet her backstage after
awhile.
For the second consecutive
year, the 21-year-old Charleston
native, placed as second runner-up
to the Miss Illinois America
crown. For this honor, Martin was
awarded $4,000.
Additionally, Martin was a double preliminary winner, awarded
the most points in both the swimsuit and talent portions of the
competition, which earned her
another $1,000.
"I walked away knowing I did
my best," Martin said. "My motto
is, all you can do is your best and
whatever is supposed to happen
will happen."
Martin, who was sponsored by
the Delta Chi fraternal organization, qualified for the Miss Illinois
America Pageant after winning
the Miss Eastern Illinois title last
spring.

In the state competition, she
vied for the crown against 20
other contestants in swimsuit,
evening gown and talent areas.
"At age nine, I started competing in talent-based pageants,"
Martin said. "I still try to pick
those that are based 50 percent on
talent."
Standing at a mere 5-foot-3,
Martin says she's shorter than
most runway-type models so she
tends to stay away from beautybased contests.
Martin began competing with
no formal traini11g.
She works out for three hours a
day and volunteers often to gain
experience in public speaking.
In 1993, Martin won Miss
Illinois Teen USA and later placed
13th in the nationally televised
Miss Teen USA pageant, missing
the 12th finalist spot by .3 point.
In the last two years, Martin has
placed as second runner up in the
Miss Illinois America pageant,
earning more than $9,000.

By AMY THON
Staff writer

'
Residence Hall Association
members Thursday elected Jamie
Workman as the 1997-98 RHA
secretary.
"I really love RHA, it's lots of
fun and I feel being on the executive board is the best way to help
out," Workman said.
Workman was previously the
vice president of RHA and has
been a member for four
semesters.
As
secretary,
Workman's responsibilities
include maintaining the meeting
minutes and distributing them to
the residence halls. Workman also
is in charge of planning a retreat
for RHA members.
In other RHA busine.ss, RHA
members tabled a decision to
move the committee section of
the constitution to the bylaws.
Several members thought the residence halls needed a chance to

"WHY SO YUMMY

ESTABLISHED 1983

'

I feel being on the
executive board is
the best way to help out:'
- Jamie Workman,
AHA secretary

discuss the change.
RHA also discussed why HBO
has not been a part of television
cable in the residence halls this
semester. Last semester, the housing department was negotiating
with the cable provider to see if it
could make HB.O available, said
RHA adviser Matt Luttmann.
· The contract is almost completely worked out, however, the
cable company.was bought out by
another company, Luttmann said.
Currently, negotiations are being
made with the new cable company. There are no dates available
concerning when the HBO will
be provided in the rooms, he said.
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"ALL MY ~ SANDWIOES
ARE MADE ON FRESH BAKED BAEAD
MADE RIGHT HERE WHERE YOU CAN
SEE IT THE LEANEST, HIGHEST

"IN CHARLESTGJ llJ.. TO AID Sl\JOENTS
GPA AND~ DATING ABD.ITV.

"A COLLEGE CAREER''
wrn; JI»MY JOHNS LEARN MY

BUSillESS AND OWN y~ OWN STau:.
WCRK 1YEAR PART-TIME AND PJlOVE
YOVRE THE BEST 'WE LOVE THE BEST."

QUALilY MEATS AVAILABLE ARE

CHARLESTON

AND EVERY MORNING. WE USE
HEU..MAl\NS MAYOf'.NAISE ANO
PURE a.IVE on.... I GUARANTEE THE
BEST!

USED. THE GARDEN FRESH VEGGIES
ARE BROUGHT IN A"l> SLICED EAO-t

14174THST
Cf'EN 11 AM TOZ AM
~YCf'ENTO !AM

$'1.1~

$1-.f;

~·

NINE
GIANT
ltUBS
SIX GOURMET SUBS WOALD'SSAEATEST
CSANDWICH SJ.a
ALL MY ~E),Sl,IB.S.~ ~fJJU; .8 : .:. . - .
Thk:HES OF HOME BAKED BREAD, FRESH
VEGGIES AND THE BEST MEATS & CHEESES
WE CAN BUY I

ti_

THE
PEPE
HAM
AND

SMOKED VIRGINIA
PROVOLONE
CHEESE
GARNISHED WITH LETl\JCE, TOMATO,
AND MAYO! {AWESOME!)

11-. BIG JOHN

MEDIUM RARE SHAVED
ROAST BEEF. TOPPED WITH YUMMY
MAYO, LETTUCE, AND TOMATO.

13 SORRY CHARLIE CALIFORNIA BABY
•

TUNA MIXED WITH CELERY, ONIONS,
AND OUR GOURMET SAUCE THEN TOPPED
WITH ALFALFA SPROUTS, L.ETruCE. AND
TOMATO.

14. TURKEY TOM

FRESH BAKED T\.RKEY
BREAST. TOPPED
WITH
LETTUCE.
TOMATO, ALFALFA SPROUTS AND MAYO.

J:.
W--.J.

VZTO

THE ORIGINAL ITAUAN
SUB WITH GENOA SALAMI, PROVOLONE
CHEESE. CAPICOLA, ONION, LETIUCE.
TOMATOES & A REAL~ ITAUAN

VINAIGRETTE.

f(,

VE&ETARIAN SEVERAL

LAYERS

• OF PROVOLONE CHEESE SEPARATED BY
AVOCADO, SPROUTS, l.EllUCE, TOMATO,
AND MAYO. {TRULY A GOURM~ SUB NOT
FOR VEGETARIANS ONLY.)

eJ -

. **

**

f,1.1-;

PLAIN SLIM JIMS
SAME

BREAD, MEATS, AND
Q-EESE AS ~ GOURMET SUBS
BUUJO VEGGIES~ SAUCE
SLIM 1 HAM & CHEESE
SLIM 2 RARE ROAST BEEF
SLIM 3 CALIFORNrA TUNA
SLIM 4 SLICED TURKEY
SLIM 5 SALAMI & CAPICa..A
SLIM 6 DOUBLE PROVQ.ON:

.SOCA Pa>- COICE. DIET COICE, .llD~
SPRITE, LEMONADE, ICED TEA IT1
L.AYSPOTATOCHIPS.~A

JUMBO KOSHER Dlll.
DOJBLE o-EESE

a.R a.uB SAN)WIQ-£5 HAVE w.,ira: 'Tl-E /t/CJ..T 0: 'Tl-E G0JWET
SlAIS ~ /P£ STACKED ~ T'MJ THIQC SI.ICES 0: MY
1-0YEMAOE 7 GRAIN ~T BREAO. IF YOJ W'.ll.O l'REFSI
ITCT-Ja..R FAND.JS Re-0-i BREAO. JUST ASIC!

11.

HAM
PROVOLONE CHEESE AND
TONS OF L.ETruCE. TOMATO AND MAYO.

(A REAL STAO:)

tS. BD..LY Q.UB

SLICED ROAST BEEF.
PROVOLONE CHEESE & GREY POUPON
MUSTARD, TOPPED WITH SHAVED HAM,
TOMATO, LETTUCE AND MAYO. ()6Es10Mv

•1

.ir:)

7~

EXTRA LOAD OF MEAT
41 ".::
~EXTRA Vl:GGIES ~SAUCE f ,YJ

HOMEMADE COOKIE

$1.50

PER SAr-l:>WICH F~ DEL.IVERY

.404

$?.1?

(i;A~.Ji.uAN"

HUGE-GJ:ANT- MONSTROU
UNBEL]:_fii..'U'IU-~.. ..I

THIS SAt-llWICH WAS INVENTCD BY JINMY J~'S

BROlliER HUEY. rr SHUGE ~ TO FEED THE
HUNGRIEST Of AU. HUMANS! TlllS C1 GENOA SAl..00,
~D SMOKE!l HAM. OIACW. ROAST BEEF. n.RKEY &
flROV®'E CIEESE. JAMMED INTO M OF (XI HOMEMADE
fR9lll 81.tlS TlfN Sll0116ED WilH 00~. MAYO, l.ET!ln.
TOMATO &OUR. HOMEMADE ITAUAN DRESSING.

~~~~K!~~t~
WITH

ClO PAL SILLY llUlNS WH'.l 1"MNTED 1111S6REATCDMllO.)

ITALIAN

aJl8

NIQfT
REAL GENOA
• SALAMI, ITALIAN CAPICOLA, SMOKED
HAM AND PROVOLONE CHEESE ALL
TOPPED WITH LET11JCE,
TOMATO,
ONIONS, MAYO AND OUR HOMEMADE
ITALIAN VINAIGRETTE.
.

(ONE NEB> NOT Q.lMI MOUNTAINS ANO EAT
&uOY TM1S AWESOME O..U8f)

~

TO

G.l.Jane R
[2:00J 4:45 7:30 10:15

110. HUNTER'S a.us A FULL 114 f'Ol.JND OF

FRESH SLICED MEDIUM RARE ROAST
BEEF, PROVOLONE CHEESE. LETTUCE,
TOMA TO & REAL HEU.MANNS MAYO!!!

• ''· COUNTRY
ltUB FRESH SLICED TURKEY
BREAST, SMOKED HAM, PROVOLONE

Free Reiill on Popcorn

ALWAYS EXCEPTIONAL a.ASSUI)

MONEY'S LOW

112.. 1HE BEACH a..ua

.

SLICED TURKEY
BREAST, AVOCADO. AND CHEESE ON Tl-IE
BOTIOM, ALFALFA SPROUTS, LETTUCE
TOMATO AND REAL HELL.MANNS I-JAYO
ON Ta>. (ITOOESNT6ETANfEnai
(<fY

MEDIUM RARE ROAST BEEF ANC FRESH
SUCEC TURKEY LOADED WITH LOTS-OF
LETTUCE TOMATO & REAL HELLMANN'S
MAYO . . A CLASSIC.
CERTAINLY NOT
INVENTED BY J.J.
BUT DEFINITELY
TWE "'•tcED A NC FINE TUNED TO PE""FECTIONI
"

NEW UNE CINEMA.

CHEESE. AND TONS OF LETIUCE,
TOMA TO, AND MAYO. < Tl-£~ 111ADme»w.. ~

#13. GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB #14.THE BOOTLEGGER CLUB 1l-£#15.
CLUB
TUNA
SANE.
#3
EXCEPT'

MY GREAT 7 GRAIN HONEYWHEAT BREAD
LOACEC WITH TONS OF CHEESE,
ALFALFA SPROUTS. AVOCADO, LETTUCE.
TOMATO & MAYOi! THIS VEGGIE
~
SANDWICH IS WORLD CLASS!

Shows &limaa effectiw
September 5lh • 11th
Sat Sun malinell in [brackels)
Fire Down Balow R
(1:OOJ4:00 7:00 9:30
Air Force One R
[1 :30) 4:307:15 10:00
Kull The Conqueror PG13
[2:45] 5:30 8:00
Mimic R 10:10 only
Hoodlum R
(1:15] 4:15 7:15 9:50
Excess Baggage PG13
[1:45] 4:15 6:45 9:15
Money Talks R
[2:30] 5:45 8:1510:20
Consptracy Theory R
[2:15) 5:15 8:15

AS Q..R
!DR{ ~
THtS CN: HAS A LOT NOE A SID a: Q..R
~ l\..NA TCff8) Win-f SU®

PAO/a.GE a-EE.SE, I.Em.a, TOMATO.AN>
ALFALFA .91AOJT"S. (TRY IT ON OU• ~OMEUOE 1 UAIN
WHEAT AS A OOUll..E DECKER. I 'lJARANTEE IT'S AWESOME I)

(J

Soit Drinks!

AND YOU WANT TO

GO OUT?
YOUR
LANDLORD'S
BEGINNING TO

SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT

YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
11

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S 1
~CO'YRIGHT JIMMY JQHl.IS INC. 1986, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1996
\llE AESERllE Tl-£ RIQ(1' TO MME. -

#&IJ GIMR5

AU. RIGHTS RESERVED

FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812
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Minors cited for alcohol violations
By BRITT CARSON
and SCOTT BOEHMER
More than 10 Eastern students
were cited last week by the
Charleston Police Department
with alcohol-related charges.
Jeremy L. Dailey, 18, of 1807
Union St., was cited with the
sale/gift of alcohol to minors,
possession of a keg without a
permit and the purchase/acceptance of alcohol, police reports
stated.
Donald A. North, 20, of Paris
and Emily M. Fouilard, 18, of
1802 20th St., were cited with
the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor, police reports
stated. All three were cited at
11:13 p.m. Sat. at 1807 Union
St.
Brian P. Murrihy, 19, of 1415
Ninth St., was cited at I :43 a.m.
Aug. 29 at his residence with the
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor, disturbing the peace
and possession of a keg without
a permit, police reports stated.
Kevin D. Wisniewski, 18, of
573 Carman Hall, was cited with
a minor frequenting a licensed
premise, obstructing a peace
officer and the purchase/acceptance of alcohol by a minor,
police reports stated.
Matthew K. O'Connell, 20, of
903 Cleveland Ave., was cited
with the purchase/acceptance of

Chad E. Reno, of 408 Seventh
St., was cited at 12:01 a.m.
Tuesday in the 800 block of
Lincoln Avenue with driving
under the influence and speeding
(95 mph in a 55 mph zone),
alcohol by a minor, police police reports stated.
reports stated. O'Connell and
In other city and campus
Wisniewski were cited at 11 :30 police news:
p.m. Aug. 29 in the 1500 block •Dennis M. Gray, 21, Bryan C.
of Third Street, police reports Grossbauer, 20, and David C.
stated.
Jelinek, 20, all of 1627 Seventh
Kimberly R. Scharp, 20, and St., were cited at 2:33 a.m. on
Kelly L. O'Reilly, 19, both of Thursday at their residence with
1016 Greek Court were cited disturbing the peace, police
with minors frequenting a reports said.
licensed
premise,
the • James B. Almos, 19, of 4
purchase/acceptance of alcohol Thomas Hall, and Jason R.
by a minor and the possession of Steen, 20, of 1433 10th St. were
another's ID, police reports stat- cited at 9:38 p.m. on Aug. 28 at
Steen's residence with disturbing
ed.
Tiffany L. Koontz, 20, also of the peace, police reports stated.
1016 Greek Court, was cited • Robert J. Rabin, 22, of 1523
with a minor frequenting a Second St., was cited at l :09
licensed premise and possession a.m. on Aug. 29 at his residence
of another's ID, police reports with disturbing the peace, police
stated. All three were cited at reports stated.
12:01 Thursday at 1405 Fourth •Darren M. Stacy, 25., Joseph,
St.
.
•·· .... ·.··~··.I!' Fornero,
, of 357.. Hamson
Brent D. Kimbrough, 20,.
'.:~':fi~ei,:.'aif~~. ..
.
.
cited with party trash and the Saturday at their residen
purchase/acceptance of alcohol disturbing the peace, police
by a minor.
reports stated.
Jason M. Myers, 25, was • Christina D. Price, of 1600
cited with obstructing a peace Tyler Ave., was cited at 12:30
officer and party trash. Both a.m. Saturday in the 1400 block
were of 1520 Second St. and of Fourth Street with driving
were cited at 8:49 a.m. on Sat. at under the influence and disobeytheir residence, police reports ing a stop sign, police reports
stated.
stated.

BLOTTER

fl 1~ •Corona + He~neken bcls

Uv •2 2oz LHe bcls

•Amarecco Scone Sour
•FruH Dr~nlls

Guys· don't Pe scared to ask a girl to dance
Pecause you think she might say no!
Excuee me, would
you like to dance?
I'm eo eure Dance.

was

CAA tables revisions to major
The Councit·on Academic Affairs Thursday
unanimousl{voted· to postpone a proposal to
revise the African-American Studies major
because of an unclear curriculum.
CAA members also decided the proposed classes would need more clarification before being
inserted into the course request guide.
The revisions to the major are being proposed
because the African-American Studies
Department feels the changes to the major are
necessary.
"We want to give students an advantage with a
structured program," said Adeniyi Coker, director
of the African-American Studies Program.
He said the current program structure was

(If ~

l:J

established in the 1970s.
Another concern about the existing program
that Coker expressed to CAA members was the
scheduling of the classes.
"Many of the courses aren't offered enough,"
Coker said.
"Why offer them if they're not available?
Also, some courses meet the same day and at the
same time," he said.
The CAA will continue discussion on the proposal at its next meeting at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
In other business, CAA members approved the
addition of HIS 4855-Law, Disorder and
Resistance in Mexico: Bandits and Rebels.
They also approved ETU 4068-The Internet as a
Social Phenomenon.

got snacks?
Then you need a fridge!
MLK, Jr. University Union

Refrigerator Rentals
still has units c:J.V.ail£illl~·~ ..,...,,,. '""''""""'-

only· $45"/yea£ - ____..._...,,,...,,._.,,

No deposit required.

Call 581-3617
or stop by
Room 200 University Union
Delivery available
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about?the time or the distance.
'f you live off c<:mpus, choose AlST Lpng Distance and >•gn up fo r /'-J ,;?.T
One Rate Fr-ee. You 'll al sc get a frcd one -year rncmbersh;~; to Student

.Adva ntage ~-the la~gest student

dis count ;yogr<irn eve c. .

• AT&T One Rate only 15¢ a min ute on o ils frorn home- tc anybody,
anytime , anywhere in the U.S.
• Student Advantage: use your card t o get speciai offers and up to 50% off
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places a0d natonai

sponsor-s ··iike Kinko's~ Tower Records1 and Amtrak~

Live off campus? tGet AT&T One Rate
and a Student Advanttage membership. FREE.

Ca 11 1-8 00 -878-3 872
or vis i t www . att.<com/co l lege / np . h rml

It's all within your reach.
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ANNOUNCING
THE 1997 HOMECOMING THEME:

INFORMATIONAL
'PACl<iTS

'

WILL BE AVAILABLE BEGINNING ON

f~

IN THE MLK UNION, RM 201
FOR ALL HOMECOJ\'\ING PARTIC.1~ANTS
FROM s:oo;\/v\ ·~ -~4:ofr~M :· · <"i ·'~1 ?"-;··~
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Entertainment

FRIDAY SEPT. S

1ST RSO MEETING "°'
WILL BE TUES. SEPT. 9
AT9:00PMJNTHE .
'" . . RATHSKE'LL~R ,.,: :· · · ~
'
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Cross country ready to run first match
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
Saturday the men's and women's cross country
teams run in their first meet of the season at the
Wabash College Mile Rep Relays.
The meet has a different format than what the teams
usually run, as the men's and women's teams will be
divided up into two teams each. Each men's team will
run three miles, while the women will run two miles.
Some of the schools competing are Purdue, the
University of Indianapolis, Depauw and Milliken.
"It's a small, low-key opener," head coach John
Mcinerney said. "We went two years ago and really
' enjoyed it."
Mcinerney sees this as a good opportunity for both
his Panther teams.
"Everyone is anxious to get going," Mcinerney
said. "They finally get to compete against other people. The young kids need to get some college competition under their belts."
·
Some of those young kids he will be looking to are
freshmen Adam Marriott, Ryan Hall and Chris

1

Sale!

Zwilling. Mcinerney said those are the team's three
top freshmen, while on the women's side he will be
focusing on Erika Coult-Parenty.
"She's just a real good talented kid whose been running with our top three women," Mcinerney said. "We
need to see who else jumps up in the freshman
group."
Along with the youth on both teams, they also have
experience to help guide the way. On the men's side,
the senior trio of Mike McBride, Ryan Meece and
Todd Moroney will lead the way.
Bringing the experience for the women is senior
Cristen Conrad and junior Sue Langer.
Mcinerney said he is pleased with the way practices
have been going along with the amount of teamwork
that has been displayed.
With the first meet, he is not looking for a spectacular performance from anyone, but still said a positive
start is important.
"We're pretty much low-keying it," he said. "It's
important to get out of the blocks good.
"We're obviously thinking six weeks or eight weeks
down the road to the Ohio Valley Championship."
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Charges against Marv Albert remain
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) - A judge refused to out the case because prosecutors made public
dismiss sex charges against NBC sportscaster DNA evidence linking Albert to the Feb. 12 hotel
Marv Albert today on grounds that a member of room incident in which he is charged.
the grandjury tha,t indicteiHlim had managed the, . Roy Black, Alb..ert's attorney, argued that the
.... '.'relationship between grand juror Amy Levine and
election campaign of th~ _pr,~sntor in the case.
,Arlington Circuit Jlldg& Benjamin N .A. Commonwealth's Attorney Richard Trodden taint. Kendrick also rejected a defense motion to throw ed the makeup of the grand jury.
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UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA

BOWLING
LANES

Stop by and sign up NOW!

Formal Smoker

Leagues start Sept. 8th!!
(running through the fall semester)
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New! Friday 4 o'Clock Club

Lady Booters to play nationally
ranked Wisconsin team at invite
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther soccer team enters the weekend with
an 0-1 record as they travel to Wisconsin to compete
in the University of Wisconsin Invitational.
The Lady Panthers kick off the tournament at 5
p.m. on Friday against Marquette and finish up at 2
p.m. on Sunday against Wisconsin.
"Wisconsin is a nationally ranked team and
Marquette tied them 2-2," Lady Panther head coach
Steve Ballard said. "I think we're playing two teams
in the top 30 or 40 in the country."
Along with the tie to Wisconsin, Marquette also
defeated Missouri Valley Conference team
Valparaiso 5-2. The Warriors controlled the entire
game, outshooting Valparaiso 29-6.
Leading the charge in the victory was sophomore
midfielder Kelly Roethe, who scored two goals.
Roethe was named the 1996 Conference USA
Freshman of the Year, scoring 40 points in 25 games
as a freshman.
Even though Marquette has 13 freshman on the
team, they are still the preseason favorite to win the
Conference USA title. One of the reasons they are
picked to win is because of ~jor: R~~i~~l ~~yrji,
who was selected as the preseason player of' the
year.
Sekyra was seventh in the nation in assists last
year, with a school record 17. She also holds the
career record for assists with 30.
Warrior head coach Marcus Roeders expects to
have a tough time against Eastern.
"I expect to see a great EIU team, from what I've

a ...
from

heard they're very relentless and they work hard for
the duration of the game," Roeders said. "They have
almost everybody back from last year and they had
a great year last year."
Wisconsin is ranked No. 23 in the Soccer News
Top 25 poll and ranked No. 10 according to the
NCSAA/Umbro Top 25 poll. One of the reasons for
this is they are returning half of their players from
last year's Big 10 champion team.
The Badgers have two good things going for
them. First, the team has fared well in their host
tournament, boasting an 8-2-2 record overall.
Secondly, the Badgers have had success in their
opening home games, with a 12-1-2 record.
Even with the five returning starters, a freshman
put up the best performance in the season-opening
tie at Marquette. Allison Wagner, a preseason
Parade All-American, booted both the Badger goals
in the tie.
Not only is she a Parade All-American, she was
also labeled a 1996 Secondary School AllAmerican, 1996 NSCAA Youth All-American and a
1997 Soccer America Super 11 Region II recruit.
Another underclassmen who came up big against
Marquette was sophomore midfielder Emily Stevens
Filo ~sisted on both of Wagner's goals.
Guardiiig the net for the Badgers is another freshman, Katie Spillane. In the tie against Marquette,
Spillane had four saves and allowed two goals.
Going into this weekend, Ballard is not worrying
about winning the games.
"We're not concerned about beating anybody," he
said. "Our big concern is to play good soccer and
see where we stand against nationally ranked team."

Ramblers after hosting the Jesuit Cup last week.
overtime.
"I think that our team enjoys playing at home,"
Wisconsin-Green Bay will bring just back six
Karrow said. "We have a good field. We usually get starters from last season. The team lost five letter winsupporters. It's exciting for the guys."
ners in the off sea.son, either to graduation or transfer.
Friday's game will be the Panther's third straight on
One of the Phoenix players who flew the coop landthe road.
ed at Eastern. Matt Bobo, junior defenseman, transli.1cClements said it is always a little harder to play ferred to Eastern this fall.
: oritnei0a€f~~'feam \Vin be~gfud to open the home '
Bobo has made his presence felt in the Panther backseason on Sunday.
field in his first two games wearing Eastern blue. He
The home opener will pit the Panthers against had four shots on goal during the NIU-Adidas Kickoff
Wisconsin-Greebay. The last game the Panthers played Classic last weekend and was voted to the Allon Lakeside Field was 2-1 loss in a pre-season scrim- Tournament team for his defensive play.
mage against DePaul.
"I'm going be looking to go out and play even hardEastern will attempt to avenge a 2-1 loss to the er," Bobo said. "The reason I left was because I had
Phoenix last season.
problems with the coach. It'll be a different experience
The Phoenix ended last season with a record of 5-12, from other games. It'll be even more incentive to go
3-5 in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
out and play well. You don't want to go to a school and
The Phoenix enter the weekend coming off a 0-0 lose against the team you left. I'm going to be fired
draw againt Cleveland State that went into double- "up."
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(First Visit Only)

We Are Continuing

Spinal Check-Up Month
Through September
To celebrate, we are offering ~..,.,------,.,..,
to perform our services on
your first visit absolutely
free* with this certificate!
This includes consultation,

examination, treatment,
and x-rays if indicated.

Call NOW

to schedl,lle your
appointment.

Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center
2115 18th Street, Charleston
CALL 345-4065
*New patients only, Certificate must be presented on first visit. Expires 9/30/97

THE KITCHEN IS OPEN!
:,... Friends' famous
Hamburgers
.,... Hot Wings
(25( each every Tuesday)

(,... Lots of Appetizers
r,...

University Village across from Old Main
See Us For Class Rings
s
z4

Today's Specials, 4pm - Close
r--------,
r--------,
Mediun
Large
'1 off md

r~-------,

I Item
pizza

I Item
pizza

$500

$600

348-5454

348-5454

1
1

cheesestix
'2 off lg :
cheesestix :
348-5454

21S Lincoln
Charleston

llS Lincoln

tax not included

tax not included

Just ask! Topper's

L - .!~ ~ ~gz.

- - .J

Charleston

Just ask! Topper's

L - ~x.E. ~:.7.:n. -

Charleston

I
I
I

tax not included
offer w / coupon
only

I
I

Just ask! Topper's

:
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-
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Open Late

{till t tpml

KITCHEN HOURS
Mon-Thurs
7pm-1 tpm
509 Van Buren

4 o'Clock Club at

c./tl.arty's
Lunch Special:

Italian Beef $ 249
w/Fries
J
Tonight: ~ Rock n
Soul
---~
Revue
"They took it to Puerto Rico - Now
they're bringing it to Marty's!"
Specials!
- Party!

Fri+Sat
5pm-l 1pm
348.2380
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! SEASON

OPENER

season opener and finished the night with 100
yards in the air, completing 11-of-22 passes.
With the Skyhawks showcasing two different
! : styles of quarterbacks, Spoo said the Panthers
have to keep that in mind.
"We have to be prepared to handle both," he
said. "We have to be ready to adjust either way.
It's a matter of corning out with a greater intensity
and purpose. It's still very fundamental football."
Heading up the Eastern running game will be
junior fullback Conrad Praarnsrna and junior tail' back Justin Lynch. Praarnsrna is averaging 9.3
' yards per carry early in the season while Lynch
comes into the game with an average of 4.3.

VOLLEY

frompag'12-

6MAZES
Come see ti Gey are
touaher than you!
Septemlter:
Fr• l·B,
Sn o-a, sun 11-•
Octolter:
llon-Fr• 1-a,
Sat o-a, sun 11-•

The Panthers enter Saturday without the services of injured senior defensive lineman Dave
Thomas. Sophomore lineman Ryan Pace will step
in to fill the void.
"We're not deep at certain positions," Spoo
said. "This is one of the positions we could ill
afford someone to be out. (Middle linebacker)
Rodney Pontes may play in the defensive line."
The game plan for Spoo and his Panthers is not
a difficult one.
"We just have to play well," Spoo said. "We're
going to have to play with much greater purpose
and intensity. I know we're capable as a football
team."

Lower Terre Houce Rd Paris, IL
(217)275'.I HJ'

VOLUNTEER TRIP

PUNTER ~mpagd2

September 13-14

"We're a big tivalry," Lady Panther 1:-orri Sommer really needed me and really wanted me here,"
saict,."They have a great crowd and it'i always a · Fowle said.
good match. We haven't needed to change our game
He said one of the things that makes playing
plan, it should be a good game for us.'.'
for the Panthers enjoyable is the coaches and
"We're pumped up to play, we want to kill 'em in players.
1
three," Harper said.
"There is a lot of commraderie, which makes it
In order for the Lady Panthers to emerge victori- a lot of fun," he said.
ous, they have to get in the game early.
At the Western game Fowle's ability was test"We need to start out right away and take charge," ed, as he had to deal with off-target snaps.
Ralston said. "We feel we can take away the crowd
"I try to bring back my baseball skills to catch
by starting strong."
the football and position it properly so I can get
the best kick possible," Fowle said.
~i'Y,<tu-~o what you can and hopefully you can
make the best of them. I got some pretty bad
snaps," he said.
For the season, Fowle's goals include consisCHICAGO (AP) Former Chicago Bulls
guard John Paxson, who resigned his job as one tency and the best kicks possible.
"I want to kick however I can to make sure the
of the team's assistant coaches last year, will be
team
wins," Fowle said.
back on the sidelines this season as a television
Spoo
said he anticipates the kicking game to
analyst.
The Bulls said Thursday that Paxson, a key once again play a major role in the outcome of the
player when the Bulls won three straight champi- game.
"His ability to directional-kick may play an
onships from 1991 ~93, would become the third
important
part in close ball games," Spoo said.
member of the broadcast teams for Bulls telecasts
"A call (is made) based upon how returners are
on WGN-TV and SportsChannel.
Paxson, 36, will work with Wayne Larivee and lined up, that lets me know what direction coach
Johnny Kerr on WGN and with Tom Dore and Spoo wants the ball kicked," Fowle said.
Fowle then uses his skill to keep the ball as far
Kerr on SportsChannel.
"It's great to once again be associated with the away from the opposing team's top returner.
"His ability to kick away from that individual
II~! Chicago ~i1AH~,,o,rg!l,°'iZ\'\ti9n," Paxson said. "My
may
help," Spoo said.
fondest memories are of my days as a member of
"Often
times field position is a key ingredient
the Chicago Bulls." After leaving the Bulls
before last season to spend more time with his in football, it's an important roll making sure you
family, Paxson worked for SportsChannel on give the opponents bad field position each time,"
Fowle said.
Bulls telecasts during the playoffs.

345-7849

Franciscan Outreach
Association in Chicago
Cost· $5.00
Call 348•0230
Sponsored By:

N
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345-7849

RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY

PRIZES!
New Menu featuring
Real Hickory Smoked BBQ GIVEAWAYS!
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Panthers >
to tackle.
Skyhawks·

New punter
looks·for
no returns
By DENISE RENFRO.
Sports editor
Last year, punter John
Fowle spent his season sitting
on the sidelines for the Miami
Hurricanes. Now ·he'S looking
to make an impact on the
Panther football field.
In his Panther debut, Fowle
said he was pleased with the
results of his kicks at the
game against Western.
"For a first college game it
was pretty good," he saict.
like to make sure they are all
long. I would like to keep
improving and see my consistency increase."
Fowle kicked for 208 yards
in the game against the Leathernecks.
"Averaging 41 yar~~ per
kick is signific!lnt in my
mind," Panther head co.ach
Bob Spoo said; "In his first
start as a punter he exhibited
his ability pretty· well."
Fowle is a red-shirt freshman transfer from Miami
where he was given the
chance to kick but declined.
"I had the option later in
the year, but knowing that I
wanted to 1eave, I wanted to
save that year (of eligibility)
and use it somewhere else.
"I look back and thank God
I didn't kick," Fowle said. "I
knew I wanted to leave and
coach (Brian) Jenkins gave
me a call one day..~ knew they

Gridders
want first
conference
Wfft'. of!P.¥00fi.

:·1

By CHAD MERDA

ltadk). WACF-fM 98.S

Associate sports editor

~

Despite going agaiµst a
Tennessee-Martin team that
went 1-10 last year and
opened the season with a 42-0
loss to Western Kentucky,
Panther head coach Bob Spoo
is not underestimating the
power of the Skyhawks.
IKUYA KURATA/ Staff photographer
"They are capable," Spoo
Freshman kicker John Fowle makes the move from the Hurricanes to Eastern to
said. "We have to perform
help out Panther team. Fowle kicked for 208 yards against Western last weekend.
much better (than at Western).
We need to be const.antl~
irtJ.proviifg.
··
#17 John Fowle
"By
virtue
of
a
conference
Freshman Punter
game, this is very significant,"
he said. "We're now
A~er transferring from the Miami
playing for a conference
Hurricanes as a red-shirt freshman,
championship. We'd hate to
Fowle made an impact in his ~rst
start out 0-1 in conference
game, averaging 41 yards per kick in
and dig ourselves that kind of
hole."
his Panther debut against Western.
As far as what the Panthers
See PUNTER page 11
need to do in order to be successful against the Skyhawks,
Spoo said execution is key.
"We've got to have that,"
Spoo said. "If we don't, we're
The Ramblers of Loyola won twice against Eastern, going to be in for a long seawinning 2-1 at Loyola and 1-0 at Eastern.
.
son, lt. "Yill
a rµ_ tdSJ £f
Eastern head coach Tun McClements said the team character forh~ur foot6an
has left last season in the f)lst and is prepared to take on team.
Loyola.
"We have to put the
"We're ready," he said. ''We played well against them Western game behind us,
By DREW GRANGER
last year. Loyola is one of the top 10 teams in the build on fundamentals and
Staff writer •
region."
·
keep our attitude in tact."
The
Ramblers
enter
Friday's
game
with
a
2-0 record;
Eastern's men's soccer team will look to change its
Skyhawk head coach Jim
luck by playing on the road Friday against Loyola- having scored four goals apiece against St. Joseph and Marshall said his team is in a
Chicago and hosting Wisconsin-Green Bay at 2 p.m. Fordham. Loyola also pitched a pair of shut outs in the similar situation as the
two 4-0 victories.
Sunday at Lakeside field.
Panthers and they need to
"We've had a strong start," Rambler assistant coach focus on fundament.als, con"We're pumped up about it, 1' freshman goalkeeper
Ryan Waguespaek. ''Last week was the first week, and Dave Karrow said. "We played a couple of East Coast ce n trcitini on (;9mpletin&
we didn't know how we would play with each other. teams and we were able to beat them. We're a hard work- t~k1es and not turni~-tlle
ball over.
Now we're ready, and we know how to handle ourselves ing team, but we still have a challenge to face."
The game will be the third straight at home for the
..Ri'ght now, we're our
on the field."
biggest problem," Marshall
Last season, the Panther hooters went a combined 0-3
See BOOTERS page 10
against their two weekend opponents.

Busy weekend set for soccer team

Booters play at Loyola
and host Wisconsin

lf

BUO.J
Tem...MartJn 0-l

l!JUSborU:
The Panthers look for
revenge of last week~ ..
lou fO Western.
Eastin
the~ llM In th*

.t.ut,...

,-0

d9•

wora~tou

arwer.

said. "(The outcome) depends
on whether we can show up
and have a chance to compete."
Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson will try to bounce
back from the loss to Western
where he was held to 114
yards in the air and tossed two
interceptions - last season he
threw seven picks all year.
Tennessee-Martin quarter·
back-'W'esfey Moore had a
rough debut for the Skyhawks.
against Western Kentucky, as
he connected on 4--0f-15 passes for 37 yards and one interception. On a more positive
note, he did rush for 70 yards.
"They do run some
option," Spoo said. "(Moore}
is a good ground gainer for
them by virtue of the option
play. It's so~ething we'~e
t>een practicing against"
Senior quarterback Nick
Roberts also saw action in the

See SEASON OPENER page 11

Volleyball team heads to Western for 'tough game'
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
The Lady Panther volleyball team looks
to improve their record to 4-1 when they
meet non-conference foe Western Illinois
Friday.
"(Playing at Western) will be extremely
tough," Lady Panther head coach Ralston
said. "With our football team just recently
playing there, the crowds will be very supportive for them."
Both teams remember a match from two

''

We can't wait to beat them at home."

years ago in which Western pulled out the
victory at the end. The game is still fresh in
both teams' minds.
''We all remember 1hat game very wetl.
We can't wait to beat them at home," senior
Kara Harper said.

-Kara Harper,
Senior volleyball player
Western posts an 0-4 record, the losses
coming at the hands of Southeast Missouri,
St. Louis and Butler.
"We played with a lot of effort. Many
people- complimented us on that but it's
never fun to lose," Western head coach

Jolene Vinson said.
"You can't really look at records,"
Ralston said. "This is their home opener,
and with the crowd. they will play a very
good match".
Like Eastern, Western relies greatly on
their senior leadership.
''We have a big contribution from all of
our seniors," Vmson said. "We are strong
from top to bottom."
Eastern's four seniors are ready to take
on the cross-state rival.

See VOLLEY page 11
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Men

Riffs between men

f

Arguments.
Where would our society be without arguments?
Can you imagine what life would be like without the
occasional scuffle or misunderstanding? The Middle
East would be a tourist hot spot, the Chzec
Republic would be the world's largest retirement
home and Cuban cigars would still be sold at every
corner store from here to Topeka.
OK, so the world would be a utopian paradise what fun would that be?
Now im.agine two men, each with egos the size
of Chris Farley on a Twinkee binge, in the midst of a
slight disagreement. What this conflict was doesn't
really matter. In other words, it's way too personal
and we're not ready to talk about it.
What really matters is how the aforementioned
men would solve their problem, and get on with the
task at hand, whatever that may be.
Now regular men might settle their differences
with fisticuffs, an exchange of harsh words or even
the occasional cockfight, but we are not regular
men ... we are the Men of Adventure.
So, you ask yourself: How do real Men of
Adventure settle their differences? We have two
words for you ... "putt putt."
Only minutes into 'our tiff, we were pulling into a
local mini-golf establishment post haste. Wielding
our slightly-bowed putters and multi-colored balls
we set off into the sweltering heat to resolve our
differences.
(Now we introduce our trusty caddy Joe Joe the
dog boy to give you a play-by-play of this brutal battie of bestial proportions. Hey, we needed a third
party to narrate.)
"Thanks guys. It's about time you let me do
something other than fetch your slippers. For obvi~
ous reasons the tale begins at the first hole. Matt
led off the game with an overpowering putt that
brought the ball inches from where~!!·;S!taft~f111al- .
ly finishing the par:-cwo b.o~((l;~ mere fl)le .s~ro)<!l~· · ,
"Mike stepped up next, looking ,;tti~r confide.nc;·
finishing the hole in three strokes. He might have
done better, had it not been for the teeming
swarms of yellow jackets, which threatened his very
existence. OK, there were only seven of them, but
they we re big.
"The Men of Adventure breezed through the
next four holes. but hole six posed a scoring problem. Mike took it upon himself to revert to the
MOA rules of mini-golf.
"It seems that Rule No. 5, Paragraph seven,
Subpa ragraph A. Section two reads that 'In the
event of a ball being hit while in motion, one half of
a stroke will be added to the score for each occurrence.' For some odd reason Mike decided that t he
MOA were playing hockey, and scored a five and
o ne half in one play.
"Hole seven posed a new problem for the dueling
duo ... gravity. It seems that some fun-loving individual decided it would be a funny to put a large loop
in the middle of t he cou rse. The object of t he hole:
Putt the ball through the loop, bank it off the wall
and into the hole. It may sound like a cake walk, but
for the adventure rs t his was no easy task.
"Matt was up first. With a commanding stroke,
the ball was launche d through the obstacle and
bounced off the wall, landing inches frollh the hole.
"Mike was not as lucky. W ith a mighty backswing,
he se nt his little green ball soaring into the loop. He
the n realized his mighty swipe hadn't been mighty
enough to make it into the promised land. As t he
ball reached the top of the loop, it slowed and the n
promptly plummeted straight down, rolling back t.o

Come jo'lj,01~he men of
Delta ,:Chi for the

• • •

Gold . l(ey:. Dinner

Mike's feet.
"Six strokes and several profanities later, Mike's
ball finally made it through the loop.
"Hole nine brought the guys halfway through the
course. With the sweltering heat upon them, comfort overcame modesty and shirts were stripped
away. I believe it was about this time that the few
women left on the course ran screaming into the
parking lot. Uninhibited and bare-chested, the halfnaked MOA continued their duel in peace.
"The final nine holes were somewhat uneventful.
Mike managed to play hockey with the ball once
again, bringing his score back into whole numbers.
Matt fended off yet another attack from the yellowjacket horde, utilizing his putter as a make-shift
sword.
"At the end of hole 18, the score was Matt 57,
Mike 60, but this story is far from finished. Our
boys still had to make their way through what has
become a mini-golf staple ... hole 19.
"The final hole was a ramp leading to a clown
face that had holes for eyes, its nose and its mouth.
The demonic jester was all that stood between the
fighting fellows and the impending victory for one of
them.
"Please keep in mind that the winner not only
earns unlimited gloat time but also wins the right to
be correct in the argument which started this
whole mess. Remember the argument?
'The rules of the final hole were as follows: Putt
your balls into the clown's nose and subtract four
strokes from yo ur game. Putt your balls into e ither
of the eyes and subtract two strokes from your
game. If you putt your balls into the clown's mouth,
subtract one stroke from your game. If you miss all
of the clown's orifices, subtract no strokes from
your game, and go home, you pathetic loser.
"Matt ste pped up first, placed his ball, adjusted
..his .shorts, snook ,his toosh and let it rip. The ball
..,p.01J.n.<;J!d o~ di~ ramp, _up aver.. the.clown . face, ..hit .
. the backboard, rolled back down over the target
again, missing the clown all together. Matt left the
clown-zone seemingly defeated with a final score of
57.
"Mike, sensing the opportunity to pull ahead and
win the game (and the argument), placed his ball
and said a prayer to his little green golf god and
released his final putt of the day.
"Flying directly toward the clown's nose, Mike's
ball hung on the lip of the cup for what seemed like
an eternity. It then rolled down, past the nose, and
int o the mouth. Subtracting one stroke from his
score, Mike lost the game with a final score of 59.
"Now it's time I let the duo of danger take back
t he storytelling."
T hanks Joe Joe , but our story isn't quite finished.
With the duel completed and the final scores tallied, we realized that while Matt may have won,
technically we both lost due to the fact the course
pa r was 44.
To kee p Mike's suicidal t endencies at bay, we
(Matt) decided that we were bot h winners.
But what about t he argume nt, you ask? W ell, we
are Men of Adve nture ... and a man of adventure
can't ever be wrong.
But before we close this, our second adventure .
we offer you another dose of MOA wisdom: " Next
t ime you play mini-golf and you happen upon two
men without their shi rts on ... don't move. They
are more scared of you t han you are of the m."
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GUNNER BUC'S
NOW OPEN IN MATTOON
THURSDAY: D.J. CHUCK RYAN
MAGIC '97
FRIDAY: "CHRONIC ITCH"
9:)0-1:00AM
SUNDAY : "ACOUSTIC JUKE BOX "
6:00-10:00
Matt oon - Tole do exit
Hang - a- right
1 1/2 miles o n t h e right

Edito r's Note: The Men of Adventure are professional satirists.
Please do not try t his at ho me. No offense was intended in the
w riting of this column. Send general praise or hate mail to the Men
of Adventure. Co ntact Mike Rice at cumar@ pen.eiu.edu or Matt
Fear at cumff@ pen.eiu.edu. Thank you. and have a nice day.
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Absolute comed
Patton brings barrel of laughs to Ra
'1 gabe rosen
Staff writer

R

ick Patton was just your average junior college
student with a witty sense of humor, until he
was called into the president's office one day.
When he arrived in the dreaded office, he was
given a package, according to a University Board
press release. Inside the package was an application
for Ringling Bros. Barnum and Bailey Clown College.
This proved to be a turning point for Patton, who
was already considering a career in comedy.
A couple of years later in 1985, Patton left The
University of Georgia to further pursue a career in
acting and comedy in Boston.
From there he went on to appear in movies such
as "Fast Food," "Miracle On 34th St." and "Baby's
Day Out."
Patton now enjoys a career as a stand-up comedian and has performed in more than 38 states.
At 8 p.m. tonight. Patton will bring his goofy antics
to The Rathskeller in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
According to UB representative Matt Layette,

after watching tapes of Patton's performance the
comedy committee thought the comedian was hilarious and that he was perfect for UB's "Absolute
Comedy Series:·
Patton's agent, John Scalise, said Patton is excited
about performing at Eastern, as well as other college
campuses.
"He's really excited about the college market,
because he is new and up and coming;• said Scalise,
who has been working closely with UB, bringing
comedians to campus for about the past five years.
"At a college like EIU, he can come in and really not
hold anything back:'
Patton's performance will include plenty of crazy
facial gestures, imitations ranging from animals to
everyday noises and fast-paced comedy as he tries to
make light of life's weirdest situations.
His performance also will coincide with Residence
Hall Night.
The floor with the highest attendance will receive
a pizza party and movie. Seats are limited so students
are advised to arrive early.
Tickets are $3 for the general public and $ I for
students with an ID.
Patton was unavailable for comment at press time.

Puff Daddy blows smoke
New :.CD< offers samplin,g. of unoriginalily
'1marquis wllson.
·

Staff writer

Not only do~s producer Sean
"Puffy" C~rnb.s want to be
remembered asthemasterrnind

older songs: <:>n an album, It wiil
be a sur....:fire way ~ make mU:lions of dollars. Unfortunat;ely,
he's right.
> ..• ·
• . . . ··.. i
Other examples Qf this. fl\\ttldset<can be f~un~Jn sopgt· like
.. Do You KtloW/'; \Yhich i.s . . ~

Benjamins," which detail$ the
very ~hing we aU know. to bl,\
. true ..... sometimes, it1S an aboOt
moJ)ey.·
T1iii song. i$ perhaps 'the only
original tul).fl) Of\. the album:Jt
shows that he eari prodoc;" a
song cm bis own, Without th~
~~s!stan~e. !3f pr~xitting mate;.

'.hlp.;t.'Jfop :sampte of a·•70s; hit fte>m the
scene. as p.resld&nt of .Bad .Boy inotion plttute "M~hqganyt In
Entertainmenti bti.t he l'\.ow ~eepit)g with the ~r11m.Q~.~1Jf{ naJ,>~[lleUnigbi ~lri~ .him tnfl()~
wants the public ~ beHeve:ittat Daddy flnds<sec.tirit¥,6n~·~aill ~tive'f9r,takio1;old•·-cu.,_~ . and
he can make it ~~ a record.; · ·. ·
giving; .ttlem new life; kt the
form· of covers atid remix~
if!g artis't af.weJt:
· es•. but other'$• might find
On his CD tided "No
this really annoying.
Way Out," Puff Daddy. irs
An· eh11mi.!tnt ofimpres;.;
he's better known; throws
sive material is here, but
around various old school
it becomes too bogged
R.&B tunes with some help
down when Puff Daddy
from other artists.
throws in various hooks
Featured on the CD are
and samples. In some
Lil' Kim, Busta Rhymes, jay
ways the album title is
Z, foxy Brown and, of
ironic because Puff Dadcly
course, his late friend The
and The Family can't seem
Notorious BIG. Puff Daddy
to find their way out of
and The Family would have
mediocrity.
done a much better job if
they did not insist on sampling songs other artists
made popular.
by sampling a major hit from
For example, the song "Been another artist in the song "I'll
Around The World" is a pretty Be Missing You," which contains
"No Way Out"
good attempt at mixing old elements of "Every Breath You
Puff Daddy and The Family
beats with a new twist, but it Take" by The Police.
still lacks originality in that it
Bad Boy Records
If it's originality you're look~
contains a sample of David ing for, look elsewhere - you
Bowie's "Let's Dance."
won't find lots of fresh sound
The other tracks on the CD on this album. However, Puff
suffer the .same fate. It seems as Daddy gets credit for the hit
though Puff Daddy has figured tune .• "It's All About The
out that if you use hooks of

'&ehib<f'tJ;\~:·~1t.~$t
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Coffee Talk needs voices
d'>racheal carruthers
Associate Verge editor
Reaching underage audiences is
something local bands and entertainment can do by playing Friday
nights at the Gregg Triad.
Coffee Talk is a program organized by some students interested
in providing a variety of entertainment for Eastern students. Coffee
Talk is held each Friday starting
Sept. 19 in conjunction with Snack
Attack in the Triad dining services.
Coffee Talk hopes to be as successful, if not more so, iR its second year than it was in its first,
said Stephen Whitlock, coordinator of the program and Resident
Assistant in McKinney Hall.
Organizers are still looking for
local talent. whether it be comedians, local bands or improvisational
groups, Whitlock said.
Last spring, groups performed

for crowds in excess of 175 students at Coffee Talk, according to
a press release.
Performers are scheduled to
start in two weeks and Coffee Talk
will have various acts through Dec.
12. In the spring, performances are
slotted for Jan. 23 to May I.
This year organizers hope to be
able to pay groups who entertain
at Coffee Talk. Last year, groups
played for free.
Whitlock said they are asking
McKinney Hall Council and
Student Senate to help provide
funds to defray costs and to pay
entertainers for performing.
Whitlock and the other organizers of Coffee Talk feel the Triad is
a good central location for entertainment. Anyone interested in
either helping plan weekly events
or in performing shoul~ call
Stephen Whitlock at 581-2669.

Sorge _________ 1rom page 1
At the end of the fall reception in Tarble from 2 to 4
semester. Sorge will be leaving . p.m. on Sept. 7.
"! think I learn from my stuEastern and will follow the path
of his exhibit down to dents very often, it's a two way
Kentucky. There he plans to street," Sorge said. "It's not like
build a home studio on land he I'm just giving out ideas and
information to them. I think it
already owns.
With his teaching career also works in reverse, and I
behind him, Sorge plans on pick up some of the excitement
working full time on his art and that they generate."
Luckily, Sorge will have plenty
having exhibitions as they show
of time and people to inspire
up.
Taking every opportunity to him wherever he goes. As for
teach and be taught, Sorge will Eastern, he hopes that he will
be the featured speaker at a be remembered as both an
public gallery talk and artist's artist, and "as a good teacher."

~
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'Mimic' stands true to name
Digital effects, actors keep the film afloat
'1Jsean stangland
Staff writer
uillermo Del Taro's
"Mimic" (rated R for vulgarity and graphic violence) is an aptly named piece of
horror filmmaking that obviously
steals from other movies.
Academy Award winner Mira
Sorvino ("Mighty Aphrodite")
stars as Susan Tyler, an entomologist called upon to help devise a
cure for a plague spread across
New York City by cockroaches.
Her solution comes in the
form of a new type of insect
dubbed the Judas Breed, a genetic hybrid of a roach and a termite. These new bugs secrete an
enzyme that kills roaches instantly.
Three years pass, the plague

G

ends and everything seems
hunky-dory for our heroine until
the Judas bugs turn up again, only
now larger and more ruthless.
In a plot line borrowed from
"Jurassic Park," the Judas bugs
were bred all sterile females so
they would die out in six months.
But, just as Jeff Goldblum said,
life found a way.
Several people (including three
kids) suffer horrible deaths at the
hands of the bugs, so Sorvino's
character teams up with her husband, played by Jeremy Northam
("The Net"), and Charles S.
Dutton's ("Roe") cop character
to exterminate the pests.
Now, the film turns into a
retread of "Aliens," right down to
the look of fear on Northam's
face as he discovers the nest
where the bugs live.
"Mimic" keeps from being a

total disaster by way of the performances from Sorvino and
Dutton (not to mention the
great digital effects of the Judas
bugs). A couple scenes of real
terror involving the mutant
roaches even pop up now and
again.
Writer/director Del Toro
should have taken a lesson from
this year's sci-fi fest "Event
Horizon:" If you're going to be a
rip-off artist, you might as well
steal from an entire genre to add
an element of fun and campiness.
Instead, what we get is just
another typical horror film.
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lX> YOV NEED HELP?
*FREE Pregnancy Tes t s
*Ac curate I nformation
*Strictly C o nfidential
*Pos t-Abortio n S upport
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER

CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!

WIKAlt cewla
102 W. Lincoln, Suite 2
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
217-348-8368

We buy and
sell Star
Wars, Planet
of the Apes,
& other toys!

" Mimic"
Dimension Films

NEW LOCATION

come see us late night Thursday,
Friday, lt Saturday
200 Lincoln
348-7827

C>PEN TILL 2
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:. ---~
-Vased with Greenery
& Bow$2595

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 Jefferson, Charleston• 345 .. 7007

COED Hair Styling
$2.00 OFF Haircut
$5.00 OFF Perin
1503 7th Street(East of Old Main)
F·BID!I IllGBT

l!TlJBD!I IllGBT
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348·7818

Are You Fed Up With
High Price s For
Parts - Repairs - Tires - Tubes

call

Jimmy Walker Motorcycle Shop

345.. 3753
Honda - KAW - YAM
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C:>p~ r-,

Your Church Home Away From Hom e

Large Thin Single Item

Disctples of Christ
ChriStian Church

For the Low Price of

$7.95 ~ustax
C>e.. i l y 4-
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345-3400
Pagliai 's Pizza

Tolerance, Dive rsity, Inc lusion

•
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Adams Chl\Pel 1111 Hawthorne Dr.
(East of Rural King on Victoria Lane)

Ray Allen, Minister
Sunday Morning Worship 9 am

For A Ride Call:
345-4629

345-4 17 8
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#
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It's A Friends Thing!
Friends lion't let frie:nds risk their lives ·by abusing alcohol.
Stay friends for lifeT
A lot of people have seen one of their friends passed out after drinking too n1uch. Because this is
not a rare scenario, we usually think the danger is 1ninin1al: your friend '\'i.11 vvake up with a
terrible hangover, and that's it. \Vhat a lot of people don't realize is that each year, n1any college
sttidents are taken to the hospital and so1ne actually die because of alcohol poisoning - a severe
physical reaction to an overdose of alcohol. If your friend has alcohol poisoning, leaving hhn/her
alone to sleep it off rnight be a critical n1istake. There are \vays to spot when drunkenness is
actually alcohol poisoning. Clip outthis inforrnation and keep it in your wallet, your purse, or
SOlfleWhere else Where it can be I'Cadily a.CCeSSible.
- Eastern Hlinios University, Student Health Service
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Bonnie and Billy Panther
want YO
to get your portr'ai
taken for
Beginning Monday

~~p~~TKb9!o~

across from the bookstore.

$~0~!,,t!~DJ~e
Walk-Ins welcome
c a 1 1

for
or

1- 1

appointment
information
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Services Offered
READY TO SAVE MONEY? Our
auto and motorcycle insurance
rates are some of the lowest in
Illinois. Call BILL HALL 345-7023
or stop by HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lincoln. Also renters
insurance!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
RUSHED FOR TIME-NEED
HELP WITH YOUR LAUNDRY.
BYRDS LAUNDRY. 10th and
Lincoln does wash & fold laundry
for .70 lb. Attendant on duty 7-3
Mon-Fri. Drop off drycleaners service available. Press only
Service.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
EIU STUDENTS! You are paying
for an Internet homepage! Do you
have one? Call 345-5197 to get
one.KMEnt@usa.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/8
GRADUATING? PUT YOUR
RESUME on your own Internet
homepage. Call 345-5197 KMEnt@usa.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10

Wanted
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR
ACRO-IMPS EIU children's gymnastics program. Begins 9 and 11
September: 4-7 p.m. and 4-6 p.m.
Call Dr. Crawford at 581-6363
and leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE is seeking volunteers. Training starts September
3. For information Call 348-5931.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5

Help Wanted

. :·><.::::::::=:::::::,,,,,,.,;=~:.-::;::::::::x::::»":!<ili'<--'·><<::~<~..:;x·

MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVIDUALS needed to work midnights 8 a.m. Monday - Thursday in a
small groups home with DD individuals. Applications may be
picked-up after 4 p.m. at 415 4th
St. or call Regins at 348-1723.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/8
IF YOU HAVE A SPECIAL talent
which could entertain diners (card
tricks, magic, palm reading, juggle) call KOKOMO JOE'S
between 10 a.m.-12 p.m. 2351455
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/12
SPRING BREAK '98- Sell Trips,
Earn Cash & Go Free!!! Student
Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico
& Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
CHARLESTON DAIRY QUEENLunch hour help. Apply after 1
p.m. 20 State St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/5
PART-TIME-INTERMIN PERSONNEL has openings in
Charleston for students to work 12 hours per day. Mornings and
afternoons. Very flexible! Call for
more information lntermin
Personnel 820A Broadway,
Mattoon 345-2211
9/8

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Sale
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KOKOMO JOE'S SEAFOOD,
STEAKS
AND
RIBS.
Experienced bartenders and
cooks apply in person between
10 a.m.- 12 p.m. at 516 Piatt,
Mattoon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
ATTN: SPECIAL ED MAJORSAre you looking for a great part
time job? Now accepting applications for part time staff to work
2nd and 3rd shifts with DD adults
in a home setting, in both
Mattoon and Charleston areas.
Great opportunity for experience.
Must have H.S. dip/GED and
must be dependable and enthusiastic about working with MR/Ml
adults. Apply in person at 521 7th
St. Charleston. Please put CILA
on application.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONALS NEEDED NOW in a 24-hour
residential program, providing
services to adults and children
with developmental disabilities.
Evening, night and weekend
shifts available. Applications may
be picked up at CCAR industries.
825 18th Street Charleston, II.
61920. EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
MODELS NEEDED. Male and
female models for drawing classes for Fall 1997 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Office. Fine
Arts216
---------~9/5
CHRISTMAS IS COMING-Need
extra money? Sell Avon. Call
345-4197 or 235-1544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/24
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
JOB? Our organization is looking
for a Janitor to work 3-7, M-F.
Qualified applicant must be
dependable and able to work with
out supervision and have equivalent of H.S. dip/G.E.D. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Charleston.
12/5
THE-STUDENT-VO-LUNT EE R
CENTER is looking for a
Project Director for its community relief program. This is
a VOLUNTEER POSITION,
which requires 2-3 hours per
week. If interested call 3480230.
_____________________ 9/5
NOW HIRING DELIVERY
DRIVERS. Hourly rate, plus
commission, plus tips. Apply
in person after 4:00 at
Topper's Pizza 215 Lincoln.
Ave.
9/11
AVAIL/HiRI NG-DiREcr-i5AR E
STAFF TO WORK FT/PT
FLEX. HOURS. Must be a
caring, solid indiv. interested
in working with DD Adults.
$5.70 to $8.61 hour, excel.
benefits for FT. Apply at 738
18th St. Charleston.
9/5
PART:-f1MTF>oslfl6N-D IST RIB UT ING ADVERTISING
MATERIAL.
No selling
involved. All material provided at no charge.
1-800YOUR
JOB.
www.acmnet.com/postering/yo
ur job.him.
9/12

PART TIME PIANO INSTRUCTOR NEEDED. Sound Source
Music. 258-8919. Ask for Mike.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Extra $ Teach driving for $1 O/hr
up to 5 lessons. Call 581-2872 for
more info.

ROOM FOR RENT. $210/month
plus utilities. Washer/dryer. Pets
allowed. Call Dave, leave message. 348-1216
-------=-.,...,....,--9/5
LEASING FOR FALL 97 McArthur apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
FOR
RENT-DORM
SIZE
REFRIGERATOR
AND
MICROWAVE. 348-7746.
12/15
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
DUPLEX near Lantz. Large front
and back yard, washer and dryer
included. Nine month or five
month lease available. Call 3480157 or 345-5148.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/10
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Furnished, spacious. 1 block
South of the square. Available
immediately. $275/month. 5817729 or 345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
LARGE HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS
HAS AN OPENING FOR ONE
MORE CLEAN NON-SMOKING
FEMALE. Roommates are grad
students. $210.00. 345-2564.

MOUNTAIN
BIKE-BIANCHI
PEREGRINE. High end comp.
1995. Extras. Matt 345-9366
$600 o.b.o.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/5
MARSHALL 50 W HALF STACK
AND EFFECTS. Mint condition!
John 345-4341.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/5
FOR SALE 6100/60 POWER
MACINTOSH that's PC compatible with stylewriter 2 Printer and
Fax Modem. Call 345-9308.
$1200.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9111

ATTENTION: GREEKS, ORGANIZATIONS, CLUBS, Ted's is
now booking for functions. Lots of
space, great prices, Ted's s the
choice for your private parties.
Call 345-9732 for rates and reservations.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
WORRIED ABOUT GETTING
INTO LAW SCHOOL? Take
Eastern's own LSAT Prep
Course. Includes 6 classes and 3
mock tests. Deadline: September
5th at 2 p.m. 348-5167, 348·
1867, 581-6220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/5
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over
$750! Cash now available at
Tokens for a limited time $30!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
CHRONIC ITCH at GUNNER
BUCK'S in Mattoon on Friday,
September 5th at 9:30 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
SALE: 20 PERCENT OFF
tapestries, batik scarves and
bags at Calliope Court, 706
Jackson, Charleston!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/8
INCENSE, 10 CENTS, 23
SCENTS TO CHOOSE FROM.
Burners too! At Calliope Court.
706 Jackson, Charleston.
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advertisin

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run _______________

Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11

HUMAN RESOURCES INTERNSHIP. Mattoon business has an
opening for a college student to
work approximately 3-7 p.m.,
Mon-Fri and some Saturdays.
Hours are flexible. Will be interviewing potential employees, reference checking, data entry, filing, etc. GREAT INTERNSHIP
OPPORTUNITY! Call for more
information lntermin Personnel,
820A Broadway, Mattoon 3452111
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/8
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information packet. Call 410-347-1475.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/3

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER Raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5

Roommates
1 ROOMMATE NEEDED for nice
furnished 3br house. $200/month .
Own bedroom and bathroom,
central air, washer/dryer. Low utilities . Move-in date flexible. Call
345-4496, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
NEED ONE ROOMMATE FOR
Fall and Spring. Nice furnished,
Atrium apartment, on Lincoln
Avenue. 348-8578
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10

Sublessors
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Own
room in 2 bedroom on Square.
$220/month 348-8203.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12

For Rent
FOR
RENT-DORM
REFRIGERATOR
MICROWAVE. 348-7746.

SIZE
AND

12/15
GIRL-RENT BEDROOM- very
nice completely furnished 3 bedroom home-south side campuswasher & dryer-parking-low utilities-just like home 618-665-4508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
FOR
RENT-DORM
SIZE
REFRIGERATOR
AND
MICROWAVE. 348-7746.
12/15

ACROSS
1 Part of Caesar's
boast
5 Radio type
9Art able to
14 Back
16 Duck
17 Resettle
18 Classic Vegas
casino
19 Gets hot?
20 Really fancy
22 "Sometimes a
Great Notion'"
author
24 Bugs
2512-time
baseball
All-Star.
1976-88
27 It's parallel to
the radius

-----,,--,,-.,-:-o---,---=-::9/11

STUDENT HOUSING. 3 BDRM.
No pets. All appliances included.
Call Deb after 5: 342-9307.
-------=-==-==-9/12
3 OR 4 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR
NEW APT. Hard wood floors,
central A/C, Oak Cabinets,
Cathedral Ceilings, ... too much
to list. Call 348-0819 Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12

For Sale

Lost & Found
FOUND: PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASS LENS, Claim in Blair Hall
room 100, or call 2313.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/9

LOST: PAIR OF GLASSES in
from of Buzzard. Women's Light
Brown. Call 581-2400.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/9

Announcements
IF YOU WISH TO GET READY
for the Oct, Dec, or Feb. LSAT
exams, the absolute deadline for
registration for the LSAT prep
course is Fri., Sept. 5 at 2:20 p.m.
Go to CH 214-1 or call 5816220,348-1867 or 348-5167 for
information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/9
IS CIRCLE K A DUDE RANCH
OR GAS STATION?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5

s
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FOR SALE: 1991 DODGE
SHADOW convertible: P/N/, auto,
AM/FM, etc. $3500 neg. Call 3486069
--------___..,-9/10
LARGER SIZED REFRIGERATOR for sale. Perfect working
conditon. Very clean inside and
out. $75 OBO. 348-0704
-------..,-:,,...,,-,-:-:-::-9/8
CTX LAPTOP WINDOWS 95.
$800. Excellent conditon, perfect
deal. Bea 581-2031
--------..,-,--,~=9/5
HONDA ELITE 80 SCOOTER.
Reconditioned this summer by
Owens Honda. Invoices available. 345-2945.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
1994 CAVALIER RS CONVERTIBLE white with white top.Power
everything. Auto, air, nice! $8500
Call 345-3553
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/5
FINE SELECTION OF QUALITY
USED FURNITURE including
microwaves, dinettes, living room
and bedroom and many accessories. Call 217-349-8822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/9
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good condition. $1350
581-8003 ask for Ben.
9/12

29 Part of a
long-distance
company's 800
number
31 Nobility
32 Music genre
33 Unbuttered
34 Shooters
35 British
servicewomen
36 10.080 minutes
37 "Chances----"
38 Queensland
native
3g Lowest par
40 Reagan prog.
41 Conclusion
starter
42 Helmet plume
43 Fearsome
fellows
45Complain

Annoucements

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
rayer igil tonight from 6-8:30
p.m. at lmmaunuel Lutheran Church across from Tarble.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB Premiere Meeting September 9th at 6 p.m. in
the Psych Lounge in Physical Science Building. Free food and drink.
Get to know the psychology department.
CHEERTEAM Clinic and tryouts Mon-Thurs from 4-6 p.m. at McAfee
South Gym. Pre-register with Dr.White in the Math department 319
Old Main.
WEIU FM 88.9 There will be a rap show today at 4 p.m. at WEIU FM.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Welcome back student picnic
September 7th at 6p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church across from
Tarble.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal today at 6
p.m. sharp in room 013 of the Fine Arts Building. New members welcome.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Sigma Gamma Rho week September 7-14!
Come and support.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend masses September 7 at 11
a.m. and 9p.m. in Coleman Auditorium Room 120.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Come to the Lighthouse tonight from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the basement of WF, 2202 4th Street. Open for dancing,
talking and meeting friends. No cover charge and no age restriction.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday "cenf' supper September 7 at 5 p.m.
at the Wesley Foundation across from Lawson. Money goes to help
the hungry. R.S.V.P by today 348-8191.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

47 Complains
49 2, to 112
53 Ouzo flavoring
54 Behind closed
doors
56 Order members
57 Lubricating
device
58 Midlife crisis
symptom
59 Like a Friday
crossword
60 Tiny type size

DOWN
1 Medleal suffix
2Certain
3 "Don't look

--!"
4 NarrQ>w margins
5 Pick up
6 Gettysburg
general
7Skim milk
extract
a Vocal nag
9 Plants yielding
senna
10 Profit
11 Bibliophobes
12 It's off the main
drag
13 N.F.L. scores
15 Marsh birds
21 Sea birds
23 Christmas
tradition
25 Strong-arm
26 Checking a
fisherman's
claim
• ' ·~!

Puzzle by Harvey Estes

21 SO's- ?O's Soviet 44 Thieves may
spacecraft series
take these
30 Kid
46 More mellow
31 They have open 48 Suspire
houses
so Brand that
32 Talk big
offers "Chunky"
35 What things
style
could always be
HAta time of
one's choosing
38 Most gung-ho
39 Commander of
the Alamo
42 "Nostromo"
author
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s1 Check mate
52 Start of a
count
53 Professional
erg. since 1847
55 Grp. on the
range?

Announcements

Announcements

$CASH
FOR
COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY'!' FOR INFO: 1800-532-8890
9/30
JUST SPENCE;g-1T486TH ST
ANNUAL
YARD
SALE!•
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 10 1-6 P.M.
WON'T WANNA MISS" RAIN
DATE SEPT 17
-----··------- """" __ 9/10
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS (FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES. ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-3579009.
10/1
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPECIALS! Lite 12 cands
$6.99, lceHouse & RedDog 24
cans, $9.99 Bud, Bud Lt 6 cans
$3.69, Sutter Home WHT. 2 IN
750 $4.99, CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM 750 $8.99. LARGE
SELECTION OF KEGS IN
STOCK HONEY BROWN KEG
$55.00. 8 LBS of ice . . 75.
Eastside Package 18th St. at
Jackson Ave. 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 915

PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES. AVAILABLE FOR
SOCIAL AND GREEK FUNG·
TIONS. 5 MIN FROM CAMPUS.
AVAILABLE FALL SEM. 97. 348·
1424 CALL MR ED
·-····---···----···--9/5

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
7Hl9 Kll?AteX ~/?Y
FUrll/9~ANI?~
Nt1A1IMR av~ £:EANJe
IJ48Y. I fiG(Jf?CJ? IP C4t.L..

HIS OtP #!AN AN/? A5K RJR
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Personals
CONGRATULATIONS TRINA
EDDINGTON OF EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA on"being lavaliered to TOD REJHOLEC OF
TAU KAPP EPSILON. Love, Your
Sisters'
9/5
C 0 NG RAT UL AT iON S
MICHELLE MATT OF EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA on being lavaliered to JOE NOVAK OF DELTA
SIGMA PHI. Love, your Sisters!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 915
CONGRATULATIONS TO CARIE
GURA OF SIGMA KAPPA on
your engagement to JASON
MCINTYRE! Your sisters are
excited!
___________ 9/5
Place your ad today! Call 5812812.
._ _ _ _ _ _ HA/00

D 00fleSb Ury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

In need of cash???
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Then

BY MIKE PETERS

sell your
unwanted

THE' ROYAL LIPIZZANER
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items in
The Daily

MOTHER -GOOSE & G,RIMM ~
NO~ lH~TS STRA~C':IE, II.I-+-.....
WH5RE'S M~ NEiVJ
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. BY MIKE PETERS
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Eastern News
official
Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.

DROP DEADLINE The deadline for dropping a class is MONDAY.
SEPTEMBER 8, 4 p.m. If you do not want the class to appear on your
record or if you do not want to be charged for the hours. Plan to call in
on Touch- Tone at least 15 minutes before the system goes down.
There will be no evening hours for the Touch-Tone System that day.
FALL REFUND DEADLINES The last day to withdraw from Fall classes
and receive a partial refund is MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 4 p.m.: a
partial refund includes all tuition/lees paid except insurance. The last
day to WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY and receive a 50%
refund (50% of all tuition/fees paid except insurance) is MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 22.
CREDIT/NO CREDIT DEADLINE The deadline for requesting CREDIT/NO CREDIT grading status for a Fall class is 4 p.m., MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 8. Use the Touch-Tone Registration System to request
this grading status. You must first be officially enrolled in the class.
OVERLOAD FEES Overload fees will be assessed for every semester
hour over 18 still on a student's schedule after 4 p.m., MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 8. Undergraduate Illinois residents will be assessed
$88.50 per s.h. over 18; undergraduate non-residents will be assessed
$265.50 per s.h. over 18. A student who has a scholarship should
check with Financial Aid to see whether the scholarship covers overload fees. NOTE: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 4 p.m. IS THE DEADLINE FOR DROPPING OVERLOAD HOURS TO AVOID BEING
CHARGED THE OVERLOAD FEE. There will be no evening hours for
the Touch-Tone System that day.
TAP TEST The TAP (Tests of Achievement & Proficiency) test will be
given Sunday, September 21 1997.
Passing scores on the TAP
are required for University Approval to Take Teacher Education
Courses. REGISTRATION: Students should register for the TAP (with
photo ID) at the Test Registration Booth In the Union at least seven (7)
days prior to the test date. The fee ($15 for first administration, $1 O for

retakes) will be billed to the student's university account. For special
accommodations or additional information, contact Testing Service
(581-5986)"
BUSINESS EDUCATION STUDENT TEACHERS MEETING Students
who plan to teach in the Spring 1998 must attend the Business
Education student teaching meeting to be held on Wednesday,
September 10, at 4 p.m. in 122 Lumpkin Hall.
DOUDNA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP Application forms are now
available for the President Doudna Memorial Scholarship at the Honors
Programs Office. Booth House. 1538 4th Street. The scholarship recipient shall be a first-semester freshman student who graduated from an
Illinois high school with a 3.0 or higher GPA. Consideration is based
upon academic success and extra-curricular involvement throughout
high school. Application materials are due Wednesday, September 24,
1997 at 4 p.m. to the Honors Programs Office. Booth House.
CROW SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE Application forms are now available !or the A.F. Crow Hybrid Corn Agricultural Scholarship at the
Honors Programs Office, Booth House, 1538 4th Street. The scholarship recipient shall be a deserving Eastern student who intends to pursue a course of study that will touch on the field of agriculture.
Application materials are due Wednesday, September 24, at 4 p.m. to
the Honors Programs Office, Booth House.
WHISNAND SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE Application forms for the
John L. Whisnand Scholarship are now available at the Honors
Programs Office, Booth House. 1538 4th Street. The scholarship recipient shall be a student at EAstern in good standing, with no less than
one year remaining to complete work for a bachelor's degree. The
recipient shall be a person of outstanding character whose actions and
conduct reflect credit upon Eastern. Financial need is a consideration.
Application materials are due in the Honors Programs Office, Booth
House, Wednesday, September 24, at 4 p.m.
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE Applications are now being accepted for
the Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship. To qualify, student must be an
undergraduate woman, currently enrolled at Eastern, and a single parent with a child or children living in the student's home. Applications are
available In the Office of Civil Rights, 108 Old Main, or by calling 5815020. The deadline for a completed application is September 26.
DEPENDENT INSURANCE Students who have our Student Accident
and Sickness Insurance for Fall Semester 1997, and who desire to pur-

It Pays to Advertise in the Daily

chase Fall Semester coverage for their dependents should obtain an
application from Student Health Insurance office located in the Student
Services Building, East Wing, and make payment prior to 3:30 p.m.,
SEPTEMBER 8, 1997 at the Cashier's window in the Business Office.
Cost for Fall Semester 1997 dependent coverage is; Spouse. $738.15
and EACH CHILD. $463.26. Please note: Even though you have purchased spouse and/or dependent insurance coverage, spouse and
dependents are not entitled to use the Pharmacy or Health Services
with the purchase of this insurance.
STUDENT INSURANCE REFUND It you are enrolled 12 hours or more
Fall Semester 1997, or you are a graduate assistant, the Student
Health Insurance fee will be Included in your tuition bill. Students who
can provide evidence of having health insurance eaual to or better than
the Eastern Student Health Insurance, may request the "Petition for
Insurance Exemption" forms from the Student Health Insurance Office
located in the Student Services Building, East Wing. A copy of your
insurance company's outline of coverage or a copy of your medical ID
card must be attached to the complete "Petition for Insurance
Exemption" form. SEPTEMBER 8, 1997 is the last date these petitions
will be accepted for Fall Semester 1997.
PART-TIME STUDENT INSURANCE Fall Semester 1997 students who
are registered for 9, 10, or 11 hours as resident students may purchase
Student Accident and Sickness insurance for the semester by obtaining
an application from Student Health Insurance located in the Student
Services Building East Wing, and making payment prior to 3:30 p.m ..
SEPTEMBER 8, at the Cashier's window in the Business Office. The
cost is $56.
STUDENT INSURANCE RE-ENROLLMENT Students who have filed
for the Eastern Student lnsu ranee Refund and wish to re-enroll in the
Student Health
Insurance program may do so by completing a re-enrollment form and
making payment of $56 by Monday, September 8, 1997, before 4:30
p.m. A minimum of 9 semester hours, or a graduate assistantship is
required to qualify for re-enrollment. The insurance will become effective when the application and the required premium are received by the
University within the deadline of September 8, 1997. Contact the
Student Health Insurance Office, second floor, East Wing, Student
Services Building, or call 581-5290.
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Bad scientists: Chemical Brothers
use botched formula for· new CD

~

Verge of 1he Weekend

friday.9.5.1997

crack, the Chemical
Brothers are neither conventional nor mainstream.
There are, at times, creative beats and original
sampling that make them
pioneers in the United
States within a genre of
music that has been virtually unexplored.
There is only one catch
their new
min1release/CD single "Electrobank" is far from spectac u Ia r. Containing six
songs including two new
releases,
"Electrobank"
initially appears to be worth
the time and the money, but
that is merely the crafty illusion
spun by a starving record company in an attempt to make
more money.
The title track is altogether
too long. The six-minute fiasco
does nothing new or innovative
to keep your attention. Couple

d'derek glascock
Staff writer
he world of music is
drastically changing. No
longer is there the
reliance upon live instruments,
rather the reliance upon
sequencers
and
sample
machines. Don't get me wrong,
it isn't completely bad, but the
majority of the tripe that is
shoveled before music lovers
via MTV is radio contrived pop
'80s rip-offs with a few lyrics
changed and crooned off key.
When will the madness of Puff
Daddy and the Spice Girls end?
Not soon enough, but until it
does it's time for us as a collective consumer group to find
alternatives to listen to.
Enter the Chemical Brothers.
Regardless of their mild rotation on the radio station that
makes me want to smoke

T

that with a tempo of at least
180 bpm and you get something
that either puts you to sleep or
renders you unconscious due
to the frantic nodding of your
head to the beat.
The second track, "Not
Another Drug Store," is one of
the new tunes and a pleasant
surprise.

The song is put together well with a nice variety
of sounds popping in and
out, blended with a catchy
sample. And to my surprise, an un-known voice
raps its way over the catchy
beat.
Making a welcome
appearance on the remix of
"Electrobank" is the Dust
Brothers.
The
Dust
Brothers produced Beck~
latest album, "Odelay", and
if you liked it you shant be
disappointed. They do what
the Chemical Brothers
couldn't do on the first try come off original using someone else's music. The challenge
of using samples is to use them
in ways in which the listener
shouldn't be able to identify the
source. Mission accomplished.
The Chemical Brothers put
out a new CD in the tireless
attempt to make more money

(you can't blame them ... people do have to eat), but anyone
with any integrity will not
waste his or her hard earned
money on it.
Wait until a friend buys it
and tape the remix. Save your
dignity and your cash.

"Electrobank"
The Chemical Brothers
Virgin Records

*
• Special thanks to Positively Fourth
Street Records.
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